ABSTRACT Recent work in unsupervised image-to-image translation by adversarially learning mapping between different domains, which cannot distinguish the foreground and background. The existing methods of image-to-image translation mainly transfer the global image across the source and target domains. However, it is evident that not all regions of images should be transferred because forcefully transferring the unnecessary part leads to some unrealistic translations. In this paper, we present a positional attention bi-flow generative network, focusing our translation model on an interesting region or object in the image. We assume that the image representation can be decomposed into three parts: image-content, image-style, and imageposition features. We apply an encoder to extract these features and bi-flow generator with attention module to achieve the translation task in an end-to-end manner. To realize the object-level translation, we adopt the image-position features to label the common interesting region between the source and target domains. We analyze the proposed framework and provide qualitative and quantitative comparisons. The extensive experiments validate that our proposed model is qualified to accomplish the object-level translation and obtain compelling results with other state-of-the-art approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image-to-Image translation aims to find the appropriate latent space to realize features mapping between the source domain and target domain. The Image-to-Image translation problems have many applications including image colorization [1] , image segmentation [2] , [3] and stylization [4] , [5] . Many traditional methods, such as fully convolution networks for semantic segmentation (FCNs) [6] and image-to-image translation with conditional adversarial network (Pix2Pix) [7] require the example pairs to train their models. However, obtaining these paired data is prohibitively expensive and consuming. This dilemma has motivated the research to pay more attention on unsupervised learning, which aims to establish effective algorithms to transfer images with unpaired data. The absence of the pairing connection makes the image The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Giovanni Angiulli.
translation to become more difficult in finding the appropriate mapping between different domains. Therefore, the unsupervised image translation is more challenging under the requirement of the high quality of generated images. Most existing unsupervised methods [8] - [13] build upon Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), such that the distribution of the translated samples is indistinguishable from the distribution of the target domain. Since there are infinite paths from the source domain to the target domain, these unsupervised methods held out different additional assumptions or constraints to build their frameworks. Some methods, such as Dual-GAN [9] and Cycle-GAN [10] , apply paired generator and discriminator to realize the mapping with designed constraints(i.e., cycle consistency loss). Furthermore, some methods [11] , [12] , [14] , [15] take the assumption that different domains share the high-level latent space and consider the latent space as the connection between different domains. These methods add different modules to acquire the presumed latent space and learn suitable mapping.
However, whether traditional or unsupervised methods, they translate images in the image-level, which indicates they focus on the whole pictures during the task. As shown in Fig. 1 , in the translation of horse -to-zebra, these methods cannot only translate the object (horse or zebra) of images. They transform the full images of the source domain into the target domain. In some cases, image-level translation produces blurry and unrealistic images. If we want to transfer the object merely, an intuitive method is to utilize a detection network [16] for searching objects of an image and a transformation network [9] - [11] for transferring these objects, which is an extremely time-consuming and lowefficiency process. To overcome this limitation, some auxiliary techniques like image editing and self-attention module are introduced to translation framework. Suzuki et al. [17] present a novel CNN-based image transformation framework that allows the user to specify the region that will change the semantic information. Chen et al. [18] decompose the objectlevel image translation into two separate networks: one is attention network handling for capturing the attention map and the other is a transformation network to transfer the image. Mejjati et al. [19] propose a similar framework named UAIT. This method adds an attention network before each generator of Cycle-GAN to achieve the translation of the relevant parts. However, the attention map of these methods may produce some pictures with vague pixels and need to manually adjust the weight of attention when handling different datasets. Besides, some methods, like UAIT, fail to realize the object-level translation resulting in some pictures only translate the portion of the object. As a concrete example, the third and the fourth rows of Fig. 10 show the UAIT only striping the part of the horse, which is an incomplete objectlevel transformation.
In this paper, we propose a novel framework, called the Positional attention bi-flow generative network (PAB-GAN), for object-level image translation. As shown in Fig. 2 , we introduce an encoder with dilated res block to extract different level features of images. Besides, we produce the converted image and reconstruct the original image through these features. They are image-content features, image-style features and image-position features. Imagecontent features and image-position features are independent during the translation, but image-style features vary with different target domains. Furthermore, we apply the bi-flow generator with attention module to focus on the region with objects. One branch for aggravating the local information and the other for generating images. Our proposed PAB-GAN achieves better equilibrium performance quantitatively and qualitatively on common public datasets. We believe the proposed PAB-GAN can also realize the object-levels translation of other datasets with compelling results.
Our main contribution is three-fold: First, we achieve unsupervised object-level image-to-image translation in an end-to-end way by self-attention mechanism [27] and biflow attention generator. Our model can merely transfer the relevant area of images, which differs from these methods that transfer full images. Second, we take the translation as the recombination of latent spaces that mapped from the image and assume the image can be decomposed into three latent spaces. This strategy is proved to be useful in our experiments. Third, our PAB-GAN gets equilibrium performance on various translation datasets, demonstrating its effectiveness and generality.
II. RELATED WORKS A. UNSUPERVISED IMAGE-TO-IMAGE TRANSLATION
To achieve image-to-image translation in the absence of paired examples, a series of works combines classical adversarial training with specific designed constraints and presuppositions, e.g, circularity constraints and latent-space assumptions. These methods can establish the connection between the source and target domains with auxiliary information. The current unsupervised image-to-image translation frameworks can be divided into three types: the first one maps the source domain and target domain into separated latent space, such as Disco-GAN [8] , Dual-GAN [9] and Cycle-GAN [10] . Besides, some approaches introduced perceptual adversarial loss [20] to improve the performance or apply the residual blocks to get higher resolution images [21] . The second one assumes the source domain and target domain can be mapped into a shared latent space, such as UNIT [11] . Moreover, the MUNIT [12] , expanding the work of UNIT, realizes the multimodal translations, which assume that the latent space of images can be decomposed into a content space and a style space; the third one disentangles the latent spaces of source domain and target domain into a shared content space and an attribute space of each domain, such as DRIT [14] . These mentioned methods belong to the imagelevel translation and accomplish the translation with unpaired data excellently. 
B. ATTENTION MODEL IN NETWORK
The attention mechanism is inspired by the Natural Language processing field. In particular, it first proposed by Vaswani et al. [22] , they directly extract global dependencies of the given data with the self-attention mechanism and apply it in the machine translation tasks. The attention module helps the network focus on the region of interesting and has been extended in many NLP applications, such as natural language inference [23] , text representation [24] and sentence embedding [25] . Moreover, the attention modules are also implemented in computer vision, such as video classification, Wang et al. [26] apply residual attention module on the extracting feature maps and propose residual learning to optimize very deep residual attention network. The method captures mixed attention and gets better performance in the classification task. In [27] , they propose the selfattention generative adversarial networks (SAGANs), which incorporates the self-attention mechanism into the GAN [28] . The SAGANs applies the spectral normalization [29] and separate learning rate (TTUR) [31] to stabilize the training and achieves the state-of-art performance on the ImageNet dataset [30] . Deng et al. [33] propose a Dual Attention Networks which apply position attention module and channel attention module on the extracting feature map. Their attention network is easily extended in other network and strengthen feature representations effectively.
III. ALGORITHM
In this section, we start by introducing the overview framework of our network. Then, we give the assumption of general methods and our model. Besides, we explain the optimal objective of our approach. In the end, we provide the structure of our encoder and generator and compare the performance of different units in them.
A. OVERVIEW Fig. 2 shows the overall architecture of the proposed model, which is divided into two parts, the left one is designated for translation the right one is to reconstruct. The translation part is composed of the encoder-decoder architecture and the generator. The encoder extracts the required three features: image-content features, image-style features and image-position features. Besides, the decoder handles with the fusion between the image-content and image-style features, which can offer the generator better initial latent space. The reconstruction part adds two discriminators, which is introduced to restore the original images and train the translation module with designed constraints.
B. FORMULATION
The general assumption of image translation is modeled as:
where the x A belongs to the image of domain A (d A ), and the x B belongs to the image of domain B (d B ); x i * denote the domain-independent features, which are preserved during the translation (i.e., the structure and edge of images); x s * are the domain-specific features, which vary with the translation (i.e., the tone and state of images), and f represents the operation that disassembles the visual image into two kinds of features.
Equation (1) shows the image domain can be decomposed into combinations of two domains. Therefore, the image also VOLUME 7, 2019 can be reconstructed from two domains. The problem of image translation from d A to d B is modeled as follows:
where the G * denotes the translation network. Equation (2) means that the translation problem is reduced to the recombination of domain-independent features and domainspecific features. Note that domain-independent features are not refined to deeper levels in most methods, x i * are supposed to dig for more detailed information.
Specifically, in this paper, domain-independent features are divided into two parts: image-content features and imageposition features and the domain-specific features are redefined as image-style features. Therefore, (1) is updated to:
where
A represent image-position features and imagecontent features separately, which are preserved during the translation; x s A are image-style features, which change during the translation. Meanwhile, the translation model shown in (2) turns into:
Since image-position features are able to show the spatial position of the object in the images, we keep the region of the background of the object according to the x p * . Therefore, the (4) can be rewrited as:
Furthermore, we introduce an decoder to preprocess the image-content features and image-style features before translation.
In the same way, we can infer the x ABA and the x BAB shown as the right part of Fig. 2 .
Our assumption is closely related to the shared latent space assumption proposed in conditional image-to-image translation (CI2IT) [15] . Since the CI2IT does not refine the domain-independent features, we split it into image-content features and image-position features, which is a more reasonable assumption when realizing the specified region cross-domain mapping. Besides, we adjust the structure of encoder and the generator so as to facilitate the object-level translation. 
C. TRAINING ALGORITHM
We leverage the dual learning techniques and the adversarial mechanism to train our module. Moreover, we adopt the within-domain and cross-domain constraints to our network. The cross-domain constraint is deal with the process of different domain shift. For domain A, the data flow of crossdomain is: domain A → latent space → domain B → latent space → domain A. Conversely, the within-domain is deal with the process of same domain shift, such as domain A → latent space → domain A, shown in Fig. 3 .
1) CROSS-DOMAIN CONSTRAINT
We apply the least squares generative adversarial networks (LSGANs) [32] to establish the adversarial learning. For the generator A (G A ) and discriminator A (D A ), shown in Fig. 2 . The adversarial learning is defined in (8):
where 
The features reconstruction loss of the overall framework by enforcing a one-one mapping between the extract features and the reconstruct features. Equation (10) shows the L f in the d A :
For domain B, L f B , L c recon B
are defined in a similar manner.
2) WITHIN-DOMAIN CONSTRAINT
Since the within-domain constraint is designed to can get better features fusion of image-style and image-content features before the generator, the reconstruction in within-domain is different from (5) . The Fig. 3 shows the data-flow of withindomain and (11) shows the process of reconstruction. The with-domain reconstruction loss of domain A is defined as in (11) .
3) TOTAL CONSTRAINTS
We jointly train our encoders, decoders, generators and discriminators to optimize the final objective. Therefore, for domain A, the full objective is shown in (13) , and it is same definition for domain B.
where the λ * control the importance of reconstruction terms.
D. THE ARCHITECTURE OF ENCODER
Our encoder basic unit is shown in Fig. 4 . Zhang et al. [34] take the latter layers as semantic preserving constraint and the front layers as domain information adaptation. Inspired by this idea, we apply the shallow network to extract the imagestyle features and the deep network for capturing imagecontent features. In addition, we adopt a network to extract the image-position features. The Conv Unit includes the convolution operation, Instance Normalization [35] and the activate function. The Res Block is referenced from the ResNet [37] , contains two convolution operations, shortcut connection and the activate function. In the branch of extracting the imageposition features, we adopt the Dilated Res Block to replace the Res Block, as shown in Fig. 5 , which is helpful to enlarge the receptive field and advance the performance of translation. Fig. 6 shows the comparison and we can conclude that the encoder with Dilated Res Block is able to extract the image-position features more accurate estimations of the object position and improve the quality of transferred images. the other is mixing features of the image-content and imagestyle features. Correspondingly, the internal structure of the generator is divided into two branches: the spatial supervised branch for handling image-position features and the generation branch for dealing with the mixing features. The effect of the supervised branch is to aggravate the local information and to guide the generation branch focus on the transferred object. In our generator, we adopt nine supervised modules, light grey block shown in Fig. 8 . The conv unit is same as the encoder, and the number of deconv units depends on the image size (for 256 × 256 we utilize two deconv units). Moreover, we introduce the attention module referenced from the [27] , which is complementary to convolutions and helps the generator to draw fine details of the image. We compare the result of with/without the attention module shown in Fig. 7 (a)(c) and the consequence shows the attention module improve the performance of our network. Furthermore, we explore the difference between the bi-flow generator and single-flow generator. These comparisons can be found in Fig. 7(a)(b) . The result represents the addition of the spatial supervised branch and attention module can VOLUME 7, 2019 improve the performance of the generator and produce better transferred images.
E. THE ARCHITECTURE OF GENERATOR

IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we divide our experiments into four parts. First, We introduce various datasets and baselines used in our tests. Then, quantitative comparison of two metrics is carried out to show that our model gets better comprehensive performance. Also, the qualitative comparison of different public datasets proves our method is qualified to transfer the image in the object-level and produce more realistic images. In the end, we develop the ablation study of our model. For all the experiments, we set λ f = 5, λ rc = 20, λ rw = 15 in (13) . We use the Adam solver [43] and set the batch size to 1. The learning rate for our network keep the same for the first 60 epochs and linearly decay the rate to zero over the next 40 epochs.
A. DATASETS AND BASELINES 1) DATASETS
• Horse-zebra, apple-orange, monet-photo datasets: We use these datasets provided by Cycle-GAN [10] .
• Lion-tiger dataset: The dataset is the corresponding classes in the Animals with Attributes (AWA) dataset [38] . This dataset provides 30475 images of 50 animals classes and these animals images are aligned with Osherson's classical class/attribute matrix.
• CUHK Face Sketch FERET Database (CUFSF) [39] : It includes 1194 persons from FERET database. For each person, there is a face photo with lighting variation and a sketch with shape exaggeration drawn by an artist when viewing this photo. We train our model without using paired information.
2) BASELINES
• Dual-gan [9] : The idea of the method is similar to the cycle-GAN, but it uses a Wasserstein GAN [40] to train their model and the cycle-GAN apply the least-squared GAN [32] .
• Cycle-GAN [10] : This method learns two generators (G, F) separately for domain X and Y . The G generator learns the mapping of X → Y and the F generator is learn the mapping of Y → X . At the same time, it associated adversarial discriminators D x , D y to guide the mapping and introduce two cycle consistency losses to further regularize the mapping.
• UNIT [11] : The UNIT makes a shared-latent space assumption between the source and target domain and proposes an unsupervised image-to-image translation based on Coupled GANs [36] .
• MUNIT [12] : This method assumes some parts of latent space can be shared and other parts should be persevered. The MUNIT train two encoders for different domain with the combination the reconstruct loss and the adversarial loss. Since it is multimodal translation model and our model is unimodal, we set the number of output style to 1 when testing.
• DRIT [14] : It provides a disentangled representation framework for unsupervised image-to-image translation. This method decomposes the latent space into a content space that contains the share information between different domains, and a domain-specific attribute that can model the diverse variation given the same content. DRIT is a multimodal translation method like MUNIT. Likewise, we set the number of output style to 1.
• UAIT [19] : The method also focuses the object-level image translation. The UAIT applies the attentionmask on the cycle-gan to realize the separation of the background and foreground of images and translate the part of the foreground.
B. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON 1) EVALUATION METRICS
The Inception score (IS) is a popular metric for automatically evaluating the quality of image generative tasks, which computes the KL divergence between the distribution of real and generated images. Table 1 shows the comparison. Higher inception score denotes better image quality. We adopt the Inception Score due to its popularity and thus make it possible to compare our network to previous methods. We use the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [31] and Inception Score [41] to evaluate our method. The FID calculates the Wasserstein-2 distance between feature representations of actual and generated images. Such feature representations are extracted from the last hidden layer of the Inception architecture [42] . Since the FID is a distance, the lower its value, the higher correlation there are between the actual and generated images. In UAIT [19] , they adopt the mean FID value computed between generated samples using the source and target domains. This standard is unreasonable because it only changes the part of images, which means the FID value between generated samples and images of source domain is lower than image-level translation. We hope our object-level FIGURE 10. The comparison of horse-zebra and lion-tiger datasets. These testing images from top to bottom are horse-to-zebra, zebra-to-horse, lion-to-tiger, tiger-to-lion.
translation obtains the FID value as the image-level methods, so that can prove our method is more valuable. Therefore, we report the FID value computed between generated samples using the source domain shown in Table 2 .
2) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
The result of Inception Score is shown in Table 1 . Our transferred images get the highest mean value. In some translations, e.g. m → p, p → m, the results for our model are much lower than the method with best Inception Score. As we know, such style transfer needs to manipulate the entire image. Therefore, the image-position features are negative in these translations. In the translation of z → h and l → t, the UNIT get the best IS value. However, Fig. 10 shows transferred images of these translations are blurry and unrecognizable. In [44] , they indicate that the IS should be highly confident there is a single object in the images. Thus, in these cases that transferred images without a clear object, using IS to evaluate the quality of generated images is invalid. These image-level translation approaches have advantages at the FID value as our method only changes the relevant part of images. Even so, as reported in Table 2 , we get the FID value closing to the DRIT which is a state-of-art method in domain translation. Compared to the UAIT that is the object-level FIGURE 11. The result of different architecture of encoder and generator. These comparisons from top to bottom are horse-to-zebra, zebra-to-horse, lion-to-tiger, tiger-to-lion, monet-to-photo, photo-to-monet. Images of each part from left to right are transferred images, generated images, image-position-features. translation and transfer images with a clear object, our model gets the lower FID value and higher IS, which means our method share more latent space and produce higher quality images.
C. QUALITATIVE COMPARISON Fig. 10 shows our and other methods of translation on these datasets. In each test image, our method and UAIT only transfer the part of images while remaining methods change the full images. There is no doubt that other methods complete the translation task well as the object occupy the large part of images. However, the result of these image-level translation methods is less than satisfactory when they are handling the images with a large region of background suggested in Fig. 9 . Our approach is qualified to translate the object of images without an auxiliary detection network and get better visual results. These transferred images of our method are clear and realistic, whereas other image-level methods VOLUME 7, 2019 may produce blurry images and the UAIT generate some incomplete translations.
D. ABLATION STUDY
To tooth apart the separate contributions of these constraints, we compare three variants of our model that ablate L f , L c recon , L w recon respectively on the lion-tiger dataset. The qualitative and quantitative comparison is shown in the Fig. 12 and Table 3 . Experiments results reveal that without L w recon or L f , the image quality is unsatisfactory due to the lack of constraint. Without L c recon , the model suffers from model collapse, with many outputs being almost identical and obscure.
We further explore the effect of different generator and encoder in all dataset. In our experiments, we denote by ''w/o Dilated'' the encoder structure without Dilated Res Block, and by ''w/o Attention'' the generator without Attention Module. From the Table 1 and Table 2 , we can infer both the Dilated Res Block and the Attention Module improve the quantitative performance of our model. As shown in Fig. 11 , our method obtain more precise position information and a better generator. In addition, our method transfers almost the entire picture in the Monet-Photo dataset, which manifests our method can adaptively change the transferred region according to the dataset.
V. CONCLUSION
Current unsupervised image-to-image translation methods mainly transfer the full images, which indicates they cannot change part of images. In this paper, we propose the PAB-GAN for object-level unsupervised translation which only transfers the interesting region of images. Our approach adopts an encoder with dilated res block to decompose the image into three latent spaces and applies one feature indicates the position of the object. Meanwhile, we utilize biflow generator with attention module to aggravate the local information of images and get better performance. Extensive experiments with several leading methods on common public dataset demonstrate the effectiveness and generality of the proposed approach.
